-- Minutes--

- Welcome – Bridget Blanshan

- Accessible Technology Initiative – Amanda Umphry gave a presentation on the process used to scan university web pages to check for accessibility. All administrative pages are now scanned on a six month cycle and brought into compliance with guidelines as issues are found. Cougar courses content is made compliant on an as needed basis when students in those courses self-identify with DSS. A web portal for ATI has been created where issues can be reported. An awareness campaign for the website is being developed.

- Signage Update – John Segoria reported that all exterior building signage, elevator signage and color coding of elevator locations has been completed on campus. Building directories are being installed, and there is a new campus directory installed outside the Dome. The last stage of this phase of signage should be completed by end of January.

- UVA/QUAD pathway – John Segoria and Floyd Dudley discussed the accessible pathway need in the area between the UVA/QUAD and Clarke. Floyd said the expenses of installing a pathway would likely be significant given the layout of the area. A meeting is being held in January to determine the scope of the project and attain a cost estimate.

- Communicating with campus community and concerns reporting – General discussion about improving the ways in which campus constituents can report concerns related to disability access to campus facilities and services. It was suggested that the DACC web page should provide an avenue to submit a trouble ticket or other report about any potential issue. Alan was tasked with implementing this with support from Teresa, IITS and others. Other avenues to raise awareness of this option will be explored further.

- Project Updates and announcements – The campus will administer a Campus Climate Survey in Spring 2014. It was suggested that Pat Morris of IPA be invited to the February meeting to discuss the contents of this instrument.
• Agenda for next meeting (February 19 @ 3:30pm): Emerging Student Trends (John), Campus Tours and Accessibility (Carol McAllister and Jennie Goldman attending), Parking at Commencement (Regina/John)

Next DACC meeting February 19, 2014 @ 3:30pm in Kellogg 2413